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An external potential derived from the EM 
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Two terms are added to the MD potential

A mass-weighted force is then applied to each atom
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Molecular Dynamics Flexible Fitting at 
3-5 Angstrom Resolution
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Combination of “Enhanced-sampling” 
with Flexible Fitting

that the distribution of M and P isomers at the location of the
first macrocycle within the stacked dimer should be a mirror
image of the second macrocycle, symmetry is defined by the
average of every single unit cell in the crystal. Thus, the whole
molecule disorder exists on both sites and it precludes
differentiation between cases where the dimer is composed of
either randomly paired enantiomers (P−P, M−M and M−P) or
the two enantiomers that are actually stacked as an M−P
racemic sandwich (Figure 5c).
To refine whole molecule disorder, another set of M and P

isomers were added to the electron density map right on top of
the existing P−M dimer model, where each of these extra
macrocycles shares the same location with its stereoisomer. For
instance, a P isomer will be added to locations where an M
isomer exists. All the atoms in one macrocycle are grouped to
share a single occupancy value. The occupancy ratio between
isomers was refined to be 69:31 for M:P at one position and
P:M at the other position related by an inversion center. This
ratio is in agreement with the distribution of cyanostar
enantiomers previously determined (63% M and 37% P)
from the small-molecule studies.15 The 69:31 ratio was used in
the final refinement that achieved the Rwork of 25%.
The differences in refinement strategies between macro-

molecular and small molecule methods likely produced the
small differences in observed in M:P distribution values. In the
small molecule refinement, atoms from two disordered portions
that are too close to each other would sometimes be assigned
by the crystallographer to have the same coordinates. If this
approach is not taken, anisotropy refinement of these two
atoms could result in negative electron densities. While this
strategy helps prevent negative densities during anisotropy
refinement, it will also occasionally yield structural distor-
tions.15 In contrast, human bias is reduced to a very limited
degree in our xMDFF refinement on account of the fact that
the MD simulations refined the “two” cyanostars on the same
location independently. This equal treatment allows the minor
copy of the macrocycle to be freed from overlaps with the
major one and refined independently using the same sets of
restraints. This independence assured that the two enantiomers
are chemically identical, an idea we can evaluate from the
structural data. As a consequence, one would anticipate the two
enantiomers would have very similar structural parameters after
full refinement, such as bond angles (Figure 6a).

We assessed the expectation that the xMDFF approach will
yield greater similarity between the M and P stereoisomers
sitting on the same crystallographic site. We compared internal
C−C−C bond angles around the rigid benzene rings, structural
features that may reasonably be expected to be the same. First,
each of the six internal angles of the benzene moieties was
compared across all five rings resulting in six intramolecular
comparisons for the major (Figure 6b) and six for the minor
(Figure 6c) enantiomer. Although the angles within a single
benzene will deviate from the ideal 120° on account of
substitution, one would expect that this deviation pattern would
be repeated on each of cyanostar’s five benzene rings. Second,
we compared the same sets of chemically equivalent internal
angles but this time between the M and P enantiomers that
occupy the sites of whole molecule disorder resulting in 30
intermolecular comparisons (Figure 6d). In this case, two
benzene rings from the two colocated enantiomers would be
expected to share the same deviation pattern particularly for
those that are close in space. The same analyses were
conducted on the structure resolved by small-molecule method
(Figure 6e−g).
In this similarity assessment, the small molecule approach

shows deviations of up to ±7° for both the intramolecular and
intermolecular comparisons (Figure 6). These deviations are
five times larger than when using xMDFF-PHENIX (±1.4°)
(Figure 6). These observations indicate that the use of xMDFF,
which allows each molecule to be treated independently,
appears to increase structural similarity between chemically
equivalent moieties when addressing whole molecule disorder.
When considering the macromolecule refinement alone, the
intermolecular deviation (Figure 6b,c) was found to be two
times greater than the intramolecular deviation (Figure 6d).
This finding suggests that xMDFF-PHENIX approach is
ultimately limited by the fact that the major macrocycle has
twice the amount of data than the minor one, leading to
structural differences between colocated enantiomers.

xMDFF-PHENIX Method for Abiological Macromolec-
ular Crystallography. The PHENIX suite had been originally
designed for automated structure determination for biological
macromolecules.43 PHENIX already includes features designed
for incorporating nonbiological molecules into macromolecular
structures, which allow it to be used in abiological macro-
molecule structure determination. These features include the

Figure 5. Whole molecule disorder of cyanostar macrocycles. (a) The unaccounted electron density (black mesh) shown in the difference map (F0−
Fc, 1.5σ contour) clearly constitutes a second complete cyanostar macrocycle that is crystallographically different from the already modeled electron
density (orange mesh) presented in the data-weighted difference map of 2F0−Fc (1.5σ contour). (b) Two cyanostar stereoisomers coexist at the
same crystallographic location: the major electron density (orange mesh) translates to an M isomer (cyan tube model), and the minor electron
density (black mesh) to a P isomer (magenta tube model). (c) Four possible stereoisomers of a cyanostar dimer that can be present in the crystal
(the first letter indicates the top layer).
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Multiple stereoisomers
in the same 1.8 Angstrom data

raphers to signify a cutoff value beyond which it is not possible
to obtain a structure solution.
A successful determination was only possible when using

xMDFF. First, structural restraints were computed from force
field parameters that are generated by ffTK and implemented in
xMDFF. Second, the combination of these structural restraints
with the structural solution obtained from the standard
PHENIX protocol (Figure 3a) ultimately led to successful
phase determination with ordered electron density (Figure 3d).
In this case, both R-factors (Rwork and Rfree)

41 were within
normal limits for standard structure determinations.
It is critical to ensure that any refinement process is not

trapped in a local minimum but rather achieves a globally
optimized structure that is consistent with the diffraction data.
Phase extension is a standard approach used in macromolecular
crystallography to help funnel the optimization while
minimizing model bias, especially when the starting model is
not ideal. To implement this approach, molecular replacement
by the model was repeated by starting the phase determination
at low resolution: the diffraction data was artificially truncated
to 3 Å and then followed by stepwise phase extension to 0.84 Å.
We found that phase extension helped particularly to resolve
the positions of the outward directed cyano groups and the
three methyl groups that constitute the t-butyl substituents,
both of which showed the most changes during phase extension
(Figure 3b). Refinements conducted at various data resolutions
revealed an atomically well-resolved cyanostar core constituted
by the inner 25-membered ring. Interestingly, during the phase
extension in the range of 3.0 to 0.84 Å resolution, root-mean-
square deviations (RMSDs) of the 25-membered ring relative
to that of the cyanostar’s structure refined with small molecule
techniques15 increased from 0.13 to 0.26 Å, respectively. In

contrast, the entire cyanostar macrocycle exhibited RMSDs that
decreased (0.48−0.34 Å) across the same range even though
they are higher in magnitude. Although the peripheral t-butyl
substituents on the phenyl rings lead to higher overall RMSD
values compared to those of the rigid core, the decrease of the
overall RMSDs must be attributed to improved modeling of the
rotatable t-butyl substituents.
The overall cyanostar macrocycle obtained by xMDFF-

PHENIX (Figure 3c, magenta) shows high consistency with the
structure refined by small-molecule approaches (Figure 3c,
cyan). The low RMSDs are a testament to the ability of
xMDFF, enabled by a robust force field, to model flexibly and
thus to be capable of refining systematically the cyanostar
structure during phase extension. In comparison, the problem-
atic PHENIX-only refined model (Figure 3a) showed a large
RMSD of 2.1 Å relative to the structure refined with xMDFF-
PHENIX (Figure 3c). This significant difference is another
testament to the large-scale deformations xMDFF utilizes to
reconcile trial models with diffraction data.
Starting with the PHENIX-only refined model that showed

an Rwork >60%, initial rounds of xMDFF-only refinement with
data truncated to a 3-Å resolution reduced Rwork to ∼45%.
Removal of hydrogen atoms further improved Rwork to ∼35%.
When xMDFF refinements were followed by iterative real-space
position and B-factor refinement in PHENIX, additional
improvements lead to an Rwork value of 34%. When occupancies
were assigned to M and P isomers (63:37) in the electron
density based on occupancies from previous studies,15 further
refinement with PHENIX generated an Rwork value of 29%. (An
independent assessment of the M/P occupancies was also
undertaken, vide infra.) Hydrogen atoms were added back at
this stage, which improved Rwork to 27%. The final round of
refinement accounted for interatomic scattering.42

The existence of whole-molecule disorder with cyanostar
introduced complications at various stages of the refinement
process, including the refinement of atomic positions at the
initial stage where the R-factor plateaued at about 45%. We
speculated that hydrogens were restricting the refinement
algorithm by increasing the volume of the model and removal
of hydrogen atoms would allow the program to focus on the
heavier atoms first. Indeed we found this approach helped the
refinement and lowered the R-factor. Once proper atomic
positions were established and the whole-molecule disorder was
resolved by occupancy refinement, adding back the hydrogen
atoms improved the R-factor, as expected.
The remainder of the unit cell’s composition was then

determined. In accordance with the P1 ̅ symmetry of the unit
cell, the second macrocycle that is related by an inversion
center to the first one was clearly observed in the electron
density map by the end of the xMDFF-only refinement stage.
The second cyanostar was then included to complete the
construction of the model. Subsequent cycles of xMDFF-
PHENIX refinement that start from this model revealed
diffusive electron density that can be accounted for by two
molecules of diglyme, a solvent that was used in the
crystallization of cyanostar (Figure 4b,c). The first diglyme
was bound inside two stacked cyanostar macrocycles and thus
formed a 2:1 complex in the solid state. Another diglyme,
which was not identified by the small molecule refinement, was
found and seen to sit roughly parallel to these 2:1 complexes,
running from the bottom of one complex to the top of another
(Figure 4a). Both diglyme molecules are located in special
positions, i.e., having their molecular centers coinciding with

Figure 3. (a) Distorted cyanostar structure from refinement using
PHENIX alone. This structure was used subsequently as the input
model for xMDFF-PHENIX refinement. (b) Structures are shown at
different stages of phase extension based on data at various resolution
cut-offs: 3 Å in yellow, 2 Å in magenta, 1.5 Å in cyan and 0.84 Å in
green. (c) The structure of cyanostar (magenta) determined by
xMDFF-PHENIX shows good agreement with the structure (cyan)
refined by the small molecule method. (d) The improved electron
density map (gray mesh, 1.5σ contour) clearly matches well with a
single cyanostar macrocycle.
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that the distribution of M and P isomers at the location of the
first macrocycle within the stacked dimer should be a mirror
image of the second macrocycle, symmetry is defined by the
average of every single unit cell in the crystal. Thus, the whole
molecule disorder exists on both sites and it precludes
differentiation between cases where the dimer is composed of
either randomly paired enantiomers (P−P, M−M and M−P) or
the two enantiomers that are actually stacked as an M−P
racemic sandwich (Figure 5c).
To refine whole molecule disorder, another set of M and P

isomers were added to the electron density map right on top of
the existing P−M dimer model, where each of these extra
macrocycles shares the same location with its stereoisomer. For
instance, a P isomer will be added to locations where an M
isomer exists. All the atoms in one macrocycle are grouped to
share a single occupancy value. The occupancy ratio between
isomers was refined to be 69:31 for M:P at one position and
P:M at the other position related by an inversion center. This
ratio is in agreement with the distribution of cyanostar
enantiomers previously determined (63% M and 37% P)
from the small-molecule studies.15 The 69:31 ratio was used in
the final refinement that achieved the Rwork of 25%.
The differences in refinement strategies between macro-

molecular and small molecule methods likely produced the
small differences in observed in M:P distribution values. In the
small molecule refinement, atoms from two disordered portions
that are too close to each other would sometimes be assigned
by the crystallographer to have the same coordinates. If this
approach is not taken, anisotropy refinement of these two
atoms could result in negative electron densities. While this
strategy helps prevent negative densities during anisotropy
refinement, it will also occasionally yield structural distor-
tions.15 In contrast, human bias is reduced to a very limited
degree in our xMDFF refinement on account of the fact that
the MD simulations refined the “two” cyanostars on the same
location independently. This equal treatment allows the minor
copy of the macrocycle to be freed from overlaps with the
major one and refined independently using the same sets of
restraints. This independence assured that the two enantiomers
are chemically identical, an idea we can evaluate from the
structural data. As a consequence, one would anticipate the two
enantiomers would have very similar structural parameters after
full refinement, such as bond angles (Figure 6a).

We assessed the expectation that the xMDFF approach will
yield greater similarity between the M and P stereoisomers
sitting on the same crystallographic site. We compared internal
C−C−C bond angles around the rigid benzene rings, structural
features that may reasonably be expected to be the same. First,
each of the six internal angles of the benzene moieties was
compared across all five rings resulting in six intramolecular
comparisons for the major (Figure 6b) and six for the minor
(Figure 6c) enantiomer. Although the angles within a single
benzene will deviate from the ideal 120° on account of
substitution, one would expect that this deviation pattern would
be repeated on each of cyanostar’s five benzene rings. Second,
we compared the same sets of chemically equivalent internal
angles but this time between the M and P enantiomers that
occupy the sites of whole molecule disorder resulting in 30
intermolecular comparisons (Figure 6d). In this case, two
benzene rings from the two colocated enantiomers would be
expected to share the same deviation pattern particularly for
those that are close in space. The same analyses were
conducted on the structure resolved by small-molecule method
(Figure 6e−g).
In this similarity assessment, the small molecule approach

shows deviations of up to ±7° for both the intramolecular and
intermolecular comparisons (Figure 6). These deviations are
five times larger than when using xMDFF-PHENIX (±1.4°)
(Figure 6). These observations indicate that the use of xMDFF,
which allows each molecule to be treated independently,
appears to increase structural similarity between chemically
equivalent moieties when addressing whole molecule disorder.
When considering the macromolecule refinement alone, the
intermolecular deviation (Figure 6b,c) was found to be two
times greater than the intramolecular deviation (Figure 6d).
This finding suggests that xMDFF-PHENIX approach is
ultimately limited by the fact that the major macrocycle has
twice the amount of data than the minor one, leading to
structural differences between colocated enantiomers.

xMDFF-PHENIX Method for Abiological Macromolec-
ular Crystallography. The PHENIX suite had been originally
designed for automated structure determination for biological
macromolecules.43 PHENIX already includes features designed
for incorporating nonbiological molecules into macromolecular
structures, which allow it to be used in abiological macro-
molecule structure determination. These features include the

Figure 5. Whole molecule disorder of cyanostar macrocycles. (a) The unaccounted electron density (black mesh) shown in the difference map (F0−
Fc, 1.5σ contour) clearly constitutes a second complete cyanostar macrocycle that is crystallographically different from the already modeled electron
density (orange mesh) presented in the data-weighted difference map of 2F0−Fc (1.5σ contour). (b) Two cyanostar stereoisomers coexist at the
same crystallographic location: the major electron density (orange mesh) translates to an M isomer (cyan tube model), and the minor electron
density (black mesh) to a P isomer (magenta tube model). (c) Four possible stereoisomers of a cyanostar dimer that can be present in the crystal
(the first letter indicates the top layer).
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Results of the Cryo-EM Structure Challenge 
(EM193)
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Quality of Model - EMRinger
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Model-uncertainty: RMSF (ensemble measure)



RMSF and inherent flexibility
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RMSF and Quality of Map 



- Local per-residue cross correlation
- Integrated FSC
- RMSF or similar uncertainty measures
- EM-ringer 
- Molprobity statistics
- Source of initial model

What should we report ?



New Force Fields and CaBLAM Analysis

J.Struct. Biol. special issue on Cryo-EM modeling challenge
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 Looking Forward: Pushing the Resolution limit of de novo Modeling
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in-house MDFF applications: Cell, 170 , 1234 (2017)
                                             Nature, 541, 554 (2017) 
                                             PNAS, 113, 7816 (2016)
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